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Regulation 5 notification form

Please submit all Regulation 5 notification forms to the Water Fittings Regulations Team.
Post them to us: Water Fittings Regulations Department 
Severn Trent, West Service Road, Raynesway 
Derby, DE21 7BE. 
Or email them to water.regulations@hdcymru.co.uk

Please also enclose the following items with this notification: 
1) map detailing the location of the proposed work
2) schematic diagram (showing fittings and pipe work)
3) list of proposed fittings, materials and appliances to be installed
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The water supply
(water fittings) regulations 1999



Regulation 5 (Reason for notification) 

1. The erection of a building or other structure, not being a pond or swimming pool.

2. The extension or alterations of a water system on any premises other than a house.

3. A material change of use of any premises.

4. The Installation of:

a) a bath having a capacity, as measured to the centre line of overflow, of more than 230 Litres;

b) a bidet with an ascending spray or flexible hose;

c) a single shower unit (which may consist of one or more shower heads within a single unit),
not being a drench shower installed for reasons of safety or health, connected directly or
indirectly to a supply pipe which is of the type specified by the regulator;

d)  a pump or booster drawing more than 12 litres per minute, connected directly or
indirectly to a supply pipe;

e) a unit which incorporates reverse osmosis;

f) a water treatment unit which produces a waste water discharge or which requires the use
of water for regeneration or cleaning;

g) a reduced pressure zone (RPZ) valve assembly or other mechanical device for protection against
a fluid which is in fluid category 4 or 5;

h) a garden watering system unless designed to be operated by hand; or

i)  any water system laid outside a building and either less than 750mm or more than
1350mm below ground level.

5.  The construction of a pond or swimming pool with a capacity greater than 10,000 litres
which is designed to be replenished by automatic means and is to be filled with water
supplied by a water undertaker.

Regulation 6 (Contractors certificate)
1) Where a water fitting is installed, altered, connected or disconnected by an approved contractor,

the contractor shall upon completion of the work furnish a signed certificate stating whether the
water fitting complies with the requirements of these Regulations to the person who commissioned
the work.

2) In the case of a fitting for which notice is required under paragraph 5 above, the contractor shall
send a copy of the certificate to the water undertaker.

Further interpretation and advice can be found on the WaterRegsUK website: www.waterregsuk.co.uk
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